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Chapter I - Overview
 
Planners and public officials are increasingly aware that economic
 
and population growth can result in untimely, poorly located, and undesirable
 
growth patterns in urban and rural areas. Recognition of this problem has
 
focused attention on changes in land use, property values and tax revenues,
 
and necessary capital expenditures for public services.1 Concern over such
 
impacts has led several states to require the evaluation of the impacts of
 
land development. 2 Although such regulations can be an effective planning
 
tool, problems often arise due to an incomplete understanding of the land
 
conversion process and the effect that tax policies, land use regulations,
 
and the provision of key facilities have on this process.
 
At the present time, little theoretical or empirical evidence has
 
been assembled on the factors affecting the land conversion process. A better
 
understanding of this process couldserve to alert public officials to the
 
potential land impacts of their decisions and allow planners to recommend
 
policies which would best serve the interests of their communities.
 
.The purpose of this project is to construct a model or models of
 
land conversion among counties in the state of Ohio based on available pro­
jections of economic and population growth. As will be shown below, a number
 
of potential approaches are available for this type of task. these include,
 
the use of many data sources - tax data, census information, aerial photography,
 
and LANDSAT satellite imagery.
 
This report reviews the progress made on this project between
 
December, 1975, and January, 1976. The next section reviews the tasks under­
taken thus far.. This is followed by a more in depth description of these
 
tasks and the work proposed for Phase II of this project.
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Tasks Undertaken - Phase I
 
A number of activities were undertaken for Phase I of the project.
 
The first task was to review models of land use change developed for other
 
areas. This was necessary in order to take advantage of the experiences of
 
other researchers and to put the current modeling effort into perspective.
 
These models are reviewed in the first section of this report.
 
Given an overview of land use models, the second major task was
 
to review the data available for the current modeling effort. A number of
 
data sources have been assessed thus far. These include data from the State
 
Board of Tax Appeals on land parcels and assessed value in various land cate­
gories, census information, employment data, and land use information. Each
 
of these data sources is reviewed in various parts of this report with regard
 
to the quality, comparability, and usefulness of the data in the modeling
 
effort.
 
Next, a review is made of the potential uses of LANDSAT satellite
 
imagery in land use study. Past attempts to utilize these data are presented.
 
The possible uses of the data in Ohio are reviewed along with some of the
 
potential problems associated with using it in a modeling effort.
 
Following a review of LANDSAT data, a detailed analysis is made
 
of the methods by which these data will be incorporated into Phase II of this
 
study. This task necessitated a review of the OCAP computer programs of the
 
Ohio Department of Natural Resources which will be utilized to handle and
 
analyze LANDSAT interpretations provided to the State by Bendix Corporation.
 
The present modeling effort is, of course, dependent on reliable
 
projections of population and employment by industry as inputs. At the present
 
time, the Department of Economic and Community Development (DECD) is
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utilizing the DEMOS model formulated by Battelle Columbus Laboratories, for
 
this purpose. This model is calibrated with 1970 as the base year. Since
 
data is now available on employment and population through 1974, the next
 
task undertaken in Phase I was to assess the reliability of projections made
 
using the DEMOS model.
 
Finally, a presentation is made of the general approach utilized
 
in modeling land use change in Ohio. A description is given of several opera­
tional models of assessed value and land parcels. A detailed presentation is
 
then made of the models which will be pursued and developed in Phase II
 
of this project.
 
Review - Models of Land Use Change 
Many attempts have been made to model land use changes. Several
 
researchers have attempted only to present the nature of the problems asso­
ciated with land conversion. Others have sought to review the potential tech­
niques which might be utilized in a modeling effort. Several models of land
 
use change have been developed which center about particular metropolitan
 
areas. This section- reviews several of these studies and analyzes their
 
potential applicability to the present study of land use change in Ohio.
 
The Land Conversion Process
 
Very little is known about the land conversion process. As one
 
report points out, "Given the popularity of the subject among government
 
officials, urban analysts, and laymen alike, we know surprisingly little
 
'3 
about how the land conversion process functions or its real impact. The
 
national Land Use Subcommittee points out that data concerning the rationing
 
of land among competitive urban uses or even from farm to non-farm uses
 
remains very imprecise.4 Thus, a study of growth in U.S. metropolitan regions
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could only give general trends concerning population densities, rates of
 
growth and the potential impacts on land.
 
Yet, land conversion remains one of the most critical determinants
 
of the future quality of life in and around our cities. For this reason, a
 
number of attempts have been made to model land use in arban "
 
areas. Many of these empirical models are intimately associated with changes
 
in the transportation network. A review of such models is given by Brown
 
et al.6 These models do not relate directly to the current research effort
 
and so are not reviewed here. One offshoot of this review was an attempt at
 
an economic model of the 'landmarket.7 This model was not translated into
 
actual land conversion. Thus, the nature of this conversion process was not
 
identified by the model. Several other models have attempted to define the
 
magnitude of land conversion based on various assumptions of urban growth,
 
density, and land competition. These are reviewed below.
 
The Bay Area Simulation Study (BASS)
 
One of the first attempts to model urban growth and land use change
 
was undertaken for the area of metropolitan San-Francisco.8 The study en­
compassed a nine county region around this city. The BASS model utilizes
 
economic projections as inputs and produces as an output the effects of eco­
nomic change on land absorption. The model operates at the micro level
 
dealing with data by 777 census tracts in the region.
 
The BASS model assumes that development in the region is driven
 
by changes in industrial location and employment. Thus, given a set of
 
employment projections by industry, the first sector of the model seeks to al­
locate industries into census tracts. This is done through a combination of
 
two methods. First, a number of regression equations are estimated relating
 
the historical location of each industry to a series of industrial location
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criteria. Second, opinions of local industrialists and real estate brokers
 
are obtained as to the importance of different factors in the industrial.
 
location process. These two pieces of information are utilized to generate
 
a series of binary tests for each census tract on each new industry. The
 
binary test simply asks whether an "essential" characteristic for the loca­
tion of a particular industry exists in a certain census tract. If not, the,
 
industry will not locate there. If the census tract passes the binary test,,
 
a group suitability index for the industry is calculated. In order for the
 
industry to be allocated to the tract, BASS requires that this index exceed
 
some minimum value. Once the locations of each industry have been determined,
 
an average size firm is located in the tract requiring land area determined
 
by a land allocation coefficient (LAC) derived from the literature.
 
At each step in the industrial allocation process of the BASS
 
model, a number of subjective, unconfirmed, and unvalidated decisions are
 
made. Each of the binary tests for "essential" locational factors and each
 
of the indices used to determine locational suitability is derived subjective­
ly. None of the coefficients from the regression equations is reported.
 
Thus, one cannot determine either the statistical significance or the vari­
ability of the estimates of these equations. Finally, this industrial allo­
cation submodel does not take into account the competition of different land
 
uses for the same finite land supply.
 
In the next step of the BASS model, retail employment is allocated
 
based on a gravity model formulation of the willingness of customers (based
 
on job site data) to travel to a retail establishment. Finally, housing
 
sites are located based on a complex algorithm related to existing housing
 
units, demolition of older units, density of development, and demand by employ­
ees in industrial and commercial employment.
 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
As was the case with the industrial allocation model, the basis
 
and reliability of the equations in these submodels is not given. The final
 
output of the model is not tested against existing or historical land use
 
trends. Overall, the BASS model remains untested and very poorly documented.
 
Thus, its structure and approach in modeling land use is not usuable or
 
transferable to other areas.
 
The Harvard Land Use Allocation Model
 
In a study for the National Science Foundation, the Harvard Uni­
versity Landscape.Architecture Research Office (Harvard model) has derived
 
a set of models relating urbanization trends to changes in land use.9 The
 
study area for this project consists of 756 square kilometers of the south­
east sector of the Boston Metropolitan Area. The model begins with exogenous
 
forecasts of population and employment for sections of the study area. As
 
was the case with the BASS model, this is a set of site oriented models
 
driven primarily by changes in industry and then in housing. In this case,
 
sites are classified on the basis of a one hectare grid which was superim­
posed on the study area. The first part of the industrial allocation model
 
is to forecast the distribution of new firms based on data on firm and site
 
size. However, up until the time of the third year report, no algorithm for
 
performing this distribution has been derived. Given an allocation of firm
 
sizes, firms are located on particular sites "on the basis of the site charac­
teristics important for that particular industrial site selection." (p. 45)
 
No list of such characteristics is given by the authors. Thus, the Harvard
 
model is completely non-operational. In fact, to this point, the modeling
 
team has only derived one structural equation for use in the model. This is
 
a regression equation estimating the expected selling price of a single
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family house given data on education, taxes, distances from services, the
 
CBD, employment centers, transportation modes, and the visual quality
 
of the site. Since no estimates have been derived for other housing types
 
or for competing land uses, this portion of the model is also non-operational.
 
Thus, this second large scale land use change modeling effort cannot be
 
depended on for guidance in deriving-such a model for the State of Ohio.
 
The Oak Ridge Model
 
A third major attempt at land use modeling has been undertaken at
 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory.10 This model recognizes the errors which may
 
accumulate in making local forecasts if they are not constrained by regional
 
and state totals. Thus, their model begins with a step down procedure which
 
allocates growth from the state to the region, local communities, and finally,
 
the 40-acre cell.
 
Given the total amount of new development which must be distributed
 
in a region, allocation to the cell level is accomplished through an algorithm
 
that utilizes relative attractiveness scores to define where development will
 
occur. Attractiveness is related to the cost, availability, and quality of
 
land, transportation accessibility, utilities, compatability with existing
 
land uses, and industrial park space. Data for 33 variables related to these
 
attractiveness measures were gathered for each cell in the study area around
 
Knoxville, Tennessee. The data are summed into a composite attractiveness
 
score and rank ordered for the community under consideration. The scores are
 
then subdivided into six category groups. These groups represent blocks of
 
cells with different amounts of attractiveness for development. The demands
 
for land in different categories are input to the model by the user. This
 
determination is based on subjective judgement. These land demand totals are
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then distributed to developtents of different density and size. For example,
 
in housing, demand may be satisfied by single family housing or multiple
 
dwelling units. The model allows one to manipulate the distribution of
 
units in particular size and density categories. Similar parameters are in­
put for commercial and industrial developments.
 
At this stage, the Oak Ridge model has taken regional projections
 
of land use change, calculated the attractiveness of 40-acre cells, and dis­
tributed demand to density and size classes. The model then begins with the
 
block of most attractive cells to satisfy the demand for land. Within an
 
attractiveness category, cells are chosen randomly along with a development
 
size and density. If land is available in a cell, that demand is satisfied.
 
If not, another cell is chosen in the next iteration. Demand is satisfied
 
in the order of industrial, commercial, public, and then residential land.
 
The data bases are updated after each iteration of the model to incorporate
 
changes in land use.
 
One major improvement of the Oak Ridge model over other attempts
 
at land conversion modeling is explicitness. Model components are clearly
 
defined. In addition, each decision made in the model is explained in such
 
a way that the user knows the degree of subjectivity involved with it. Still,
 
this model suffers from some of the same pitfalls found in previous work.
 
The basic problem remains one of little theoretical understanding of the land
 
conversion process. Thus, the model user must subjectively determine the
 
amount of land which will be required by particular industrial, commercial,
 
*and residential uses. The Oak Ridge model attempts to control for this sub­
jectivity by utilizing Delphi methods to quantify the opinions of experts
 
in this field.
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A second problem with this model is its failure to incorporate
 
the notion of competition among land uses for the same land. It is easy to
 
imagine that in certain areas, residential uses will precede or supercede
 
industrial development as a reflection of suburbanization. The acquisition
 
of public land may lag many years behind private development. The Oak Ridge
 
model provides no method of deciding among these alternative outcomes.
 
Land Use Modeling Problems
 
It is evident from the above discussion, that there are a number
 
of common problems which have prevented researchers from formulating an
 
accurate, comprehensive land use modeling system. Foremost among these is a
 
lack of understanding of the process of land conversion. Modeling efforts
 
'havehad to depend on subjective decisions relating to the amount of land
 
conversion associated with the growth of industry and population. A large
 
error is therefore introduced into the modeling process. For this reason, any
 
future research should first identify the scale and nature of the land conver­
sion process before proceeding to allocate actual changes in use to particular
 
areas.
 
Another common defect of land conversion models is their failure
 
to consider the complex competition among land uses in urbanizing areas. All
 
the models allocate changes to different uses sequentially, without regard
 
to the interrelationships among uses. It remains impossible to completely
 
model the complex land system. However, an effort must be made to assess the
 
interconnections among land uses in the conversion process in several types
 
of urban and rural areas.
 
The final, and perhaps most critical, problem associated with land
 
use modeling is the very poor data base available for most areas. Each of
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the studies cited above notes problems with the modeling process associated
 
specifically with the limitations of the data. These problems range, from
 
the lack of information on land use over time to problems with data on land
 
value, population, land quality, and other socio-economic variables.
 
Land Use Data in Ohio
 
Given the major problems associated with data on land use cited in
 
other studies, the first task of the present research effort was to under­
take an inventory of land use data in Ohio. In order for a predictive model
 
of land use change to be formulated, a consistent data base must be compiled.
 
Such a data base must be accurate, have the same land use categories, and
 
must be compiled for more than one date.
 
Unfortunately, traditional land use inventories performed as a
 
portion of the comprehensive planning process vary greatly in their accuracy,
 
consistency, and frequency. Nevertheless, these are generally only the
 
source of land use data available for a modeling effort. A review of all
 
the comprehensive plans undertaken in Ohio showed that the land use data
 
base is indeed poor. Table 1 summarizes the results of this survey.
 
As can be seen from the table, a large number of counties have no
 
land use data available. Thirty-three counties are included in this cate­
gory. Of the remaining counties, eight counties have land use information
 
in map form only. The other counties have data compiled on the acreage
 
devoted to particular land.uses in at least five categories - agricultural,
 
residential, commercial, industrial, undeveloped. Only five counties have
 
data available in more than one year or from more than one source. One can
 
see the wide variation in the time distribution of these data.
 
It is evident from this review that land use inventories are not
 
an adequate data base from which to derive a model of land use change. It
 
is for this reason that LANDSAT satellite imagery is being considered for
 
this purpose. The characteristics of this data base is given below.
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TABLE 1
 
Land Use Inventories Available For Ohio Counties
 
County Name Land Use Data* Date County Name Land Use Data* Date 
Adams No data -- Licking No data --
Allen Acreage data 1965 Logan Acreage data 1968 
Ashland Map only 1972 Lorain Acreage data 1957,1963 
Ashtabula Acreage data 1971 Lucas Acreage data 1970 
Athens Acreage data 1969 Madison No data --
Auglaize No data -- Mahoning Acreage data 1963 
Belmont No data -- Marion Map only 1965 
Brown No data -- Medina Acreage data 1957 
Butler Acreage data 1965 Meigs Acreage 1971 
Carroll Unavailable -- Mercer Acreage 1969 
Champaign Acreage data 1968 Miami Acreage 1965 
Clark No data -- Monroe Acreage 1972 
Clermont Acreage data 1965 Montgomery Acreage 1965 
Clinton No data -- Morgan No data --
Columbiana Map only 1967 Morrow No data --
Coshocton Acreage data 1968 Muskingum No data --
Crawford Acreage data 1971 Noble No data --
Cuyahoga 
'Darke 
Acreage data 
Acreage data 
1959,1971 
1965 
Ottawa 
Pdulding 
Acreage 
No data 
1970 
--
Defiance No data -- Perry Map only 1965 
Delaware Acreage data 1969 Pickaway No data --
Erie Acreage data 1969 Pike No data --
Fairfield Acreage data 1973 Portage Acreage 1959 
Fayette Acreage data 1964 Preble Acreage 1965 
Franklin** Map only 1964 Putnam No data --
Fulton Acreage data 1970 Richland No data --
Gallia Acreage data 1972 Ross No data --
Geauga 
Greene 
Acreage data 
Acreage data 
1962,1970 
1965 
Sandusky 
Scioto 
Acreage 
No data 
1972 
--
Guernsey Acreage data 1964 Seneca No data --
Hamilton** Acreagedata 1965 Shelby No data --
Hancock Acreage data 1962 Stark** Acreage 1962 
Hardin No data -- Summit Acreage 1959 
Harrison Acreage data 1968 Trumbull Acreage 1959 
Henry Unavailable -- Tuscarawas No data --
Highland 
Hocking 
No data 
Acreage data 
--
1966 
Union 
Van Wert 
Acreage 
No data 
1968 
--
Holmes Acreage data 1969 Vinton Acreage 1969 
Huron No data -- Warren Acreage 1965 
Jackson Acreage data 1966 Washington No data --
Jefferson No data -- Wayne No data --
Knox Acreage data 1972 Williams Acreage 1965 
Lake 
Lawrence 
Acreage data 
Acreage data 
1957 
1971 
Wood 
Wyandot 
Acreage 
No data 
1960 
-­
* 	 Data may be available compiled in statistical format (acreage type),
 
in the form of a map, or unavailable.
 
** Data available from other sources. 
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LANDSAT Data Review
 
One potential answer to the unavailability of land use data is the
 
use of LANDSAT (Land Satellite) imagery of land cover. This data has been
 
utilized for several types of land use studies and its advantages and disad­
vantages have been delineated. According to one study,
 
The advantages are:
 
1. High speed processing
 
2. Frequently obtained new data
 
3. Unbiased and uniformly repetetive classification
 
4. Production of print-out maps at a large map scale at
 
relatively low cost (once the system becomes operational)
 
5. The inherent digitizing of land-use data retrievable in
 
virtually any form or combinations of forms.11
 
As this list of advantages states, the major benefit of LANDSAT ima­
gery is its repeatability in time and space and compatability with computer
 
processing. The ERTS-I satellite passes over the United States with a frequency
 
of once in eighteen days. The cost of compiling and interpreting the LANDSAT
 
data available on computer compatable tapes (CCT's) compares favorably with the
 
cost of conventional aerial photography.1 2 Interpretation of land cover is
 
accomplished through the classification of picture elements or pixels based on
 
multispectral data. The data on four bands of the spectrum available from
 
the LANDSAT satellite is first grouped using cluster analysis. This defines
 
groups of pixels with similar spectral signatures. Then, through the identifi­
cation of areas of known land use, each spectral signature is assigned a land
 
use category. All pixels with spectral signatures within a statistically
 
acceptable range of these values are tabulated with the equivalent land use.
 
Since the data is handled, analyzed, and stored on the computer, convenient
 
manipulation for use in many situations is possible.
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The question which must be answered with regard to the current
 
project is whether or not and in what way LANDSAT data can be utilized to
 
model land use change in Ohio.
 
Several studies give an indication of the potential uses of and,
 
problems with these data. Joyce illustrates several examples of the use of
 
ERTS data in land use studies one of which recorded land use changes around
 
Washington, D.C.1 3 In addition, Joyce points out the need to tie ERIS land
 
use data to other, socioeconomic data bases.
 
Wray summarizes several projects which seek to combine ERTS data,
 
high altitude photography, and socioeconomic data bases.14 One major project
 
entitled the "Census Cities" Project will tie ERTS observations with data
 
'from the 1970 Census of Population for several major metropolitan areas in
 
the U.S. This information will be utilized to help monitor changes in these
 
urban areas and should serve to aid planners in the delineation and control
 
of urban growth.
 
These brief examples illustrate the great potential of ERTS imagery
 
for the study of land use. At the present time, however, such studies are
 
not without their technical problems. As Ellefson et al. point out about
 
this data,
 
The disadvantages are:
 
1. The inability of the system to discriminate with con­
sistent success between functionally dissimilar but
 
spectrally similar land uses.
 
2. The impossibility of detecting parcel ownership.
 
3. Generalization by resolution element: at 80 meter
 
resolution the complexity of the urban landscape
 
cannot be shown fully.
 
4. Identifications dependent on vegetation vary seasonally.'
 
5. Uncontrollable incidence of cloud cover.
1 5
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In a study using conventional interpretation methods with satellite
 
data, Vegas showed that "... it was found that although major categories are
 
reasonably well defined from ERTS, a significant number of lesser features
 
were incorrectly identified or unidentifiable.u'1 6
 
He goes on to say that
 
Therefore, only cells that fall upon a uniform, homo­
geneous area will give representative readings. In essence,
 
for ERTS data, any target area of less than 79 meters (260 feet)
 
in diameter cannot give a true representation in its recorded
 
signal but is averaged with the adjacent cell area automatically.1 7
 
The highest proportion of errors were found in urban areas. It is for this
 
reason that Ohio-Kentucky-Indiana Regional Council of Governments found that
 
"Urban land use types were similarly confused in LANDSAT categories."18 Due
 
to the detailed land use categorization requirements of this agency, LANDSAT
 
data had to be supplemented with aerial photo interpretation and field checks.
 
It is also for these reasons that Wiedel and Kleckner recommend
 
-prior ground reconnaissance and follow-up field checks and air photo checks
 
for detailed land use studies using ERTS data.'9 Other studies using computer
 
interpretation of ERTS data have found similar problems.Z0 Certain rural
 
and urban uses with similar spectral signatures were not distinguished from
 
one another.
 
Several methods of dealing with these misclassification problems
 
are currently being developed. One group of researchers has found that utili­
zation of data from two contrasting seasons substantially reduces the errors
 
in identification between urban and rural categories.21 Another study has
 
geographically subdivided the urban and rural areas and automatically pro­
grammed two sets of allowable categories.22  These and other techniques cur­
rently being studied promise to improve the accuracy of LANDSAT interpretation.
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One additional technical problem with the utilization of ERTS
 
data is related to the overlay of satellite images for two different years.
 
Due to the'distortion of the original data pixels and the subsequent
 
rescanning, readjustment, and reclassification, an error in the range of
 
1 pixel in ground orientation may result.23
 
Thus, there are two major types of errors which occur with LANDSAT
 
data, errors which are due to misalignment (hereafter called Error 1) and
 
errors due to misclassification (hereafter called Error 2). Although ERTS
 
data offers many potential advantages, it is unclear whether or not these
 
errors would allow one to formulate a reliable, predictive model of land use
 
change. The first priority in the study of land use with ERTS data in Ohio
 
must therefore be a characterization of the order of magnitude of each of
 
these errors. A quantification of these errors will delineate the overall
 
reliability of these data and will also serve to indicate where improvement
 
in the'techniques related to LANDSAT data analysis are required. The use
 
of LANDSAT in the formulation of predictive land use models must await the
 
quantification of these errors. A major goal of this project is, therefore
 
to quantify Error 1 and Error 2. The methods for doing this are discussed
 
below in Chapter 2.
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Using LANDSAT in Ohio
 
In order to make use of the interpreted Computer Compatible Tapes
 
(CCT's) which will be supplied by Bendix Corporation, a number of additional
 
operations will have to be performed. These operations must be undertaken
 
regardless of the ways in which these data will be input to the land use
 
change models.
 
OCAP Review
 
The interpreted tapes from Bendix Corporation will record land use
 
codes for geographic areas in Ohio, one code for each interpreted pixel of
 
LANDSAT. These data will be stored on tape and subdivided by U.S.G.S. 7-1/2
 
-minute quadrangles row by row. One method of handling and ,analyzing these
 
data is through the use of the Ohio State Department of Natural Resources
 
OCAP programs. Thus, one of the major tasks of Phase I was to review this
 
system of models in terms of their compatability with the data analysis
 
required in modeling land use and assessing the accuracy of LANDSAT.
 
The first analysis requirement with the LANDSAT data is the super­
imposition of political boundaries on the U.S.G.S. quadrangle information.
 
This step must be followed by a tabulation of the total amount of land in
 
each category of land use in each political subdivision (in this'case counties).
 
OCAP is able to perform both of these tasks once the Bendix data is converted
 
to the proper form. One potential problem which must .be born in mind is that
 
DNR does not as yet have all county boundaries digitized. This process could
 
slow down the analysis of LANDSAT data for the land use modeling project.
 
Thus, one of the first steps of Phase II will be to establish a priority list
 
of county boundaries to be digitized.
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Another potential problem with the boundary program of OCAP is
 
data loss along the boundaries. Due to the method by which OCAP stores data,
 
pixels along the boundary will be averaged due to scale changes. The poten­
tial magnitude of the error caused by this routine is presently unknown and
 
will have to be analyzed.
 
The next requirement for analysis of LANDSAT data is the mapping
 
of land use data. This will allow the visual comparison of LANDSAT data
 
with land use maps compiled by aerial photo interpretation. OCAP allows such
 
maps to be printed at variable scales. The major problem with the mapping
 
routine is the time consuming printing involved. Thus, use of the routine
 
will be minimized to save computer funds.
 
The final use of LANDSAT data will potentially iequire the summari­
zation of categories into new, larger classes. This too is possible using
 
the RECODE options in OCAP.
 
Other Potential Analysis Techniques
 
It is evident from the brief discussion of OCAP that these programs
 
will be very useful in analyzing LANDSAT data. An alternative to the use of
 
OCAP is the formulation of new programs designed expressly for the purposes
 
of this project. This may become necessary if the errors associated with
 
the BORDER programs are unacceptably large. Such programs would use matrix
 
formulations o compare LANDSAT data categories from two different years or
 
to compare LANDSAT with other data bases. Part of the work involved in
 
Phase II of this project will be to make an on-line evaluation of OCAP and
 
to write any additional programs which may be required.
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A Standard Set of Land Categories
 
A number of alternative land use classification schemes are possible.
 
Before proceeding to study land use change in Ohio, it is important to esta­
blish a standard set of land use categories. One such set has been suggested
 
by the U.S. Geological Survey.24
 
The U.S.G.S. proposes nine "Level I" categories for use with remote
 
sensor data. These are:
 
(1) Urban and Built-up Land
 
(2) Agricultural Land
 
(3) Rangeland
 
(4) Forest Land
 
(5) Water.
 
(6) Nonforested Land
 
(7) Barren Land
 
(8) Tundra
 
(9) Permanent Snow and Icefields.
 
These categories may further be subdivided into more specific "Level II" cate­
gories. For the purposes of the present study, the only Level I category for
 
which a finer breakdown is required is "urban and built-up land". Changes
 
within other categories are not related to changes of land use considered here.
 
The Level II categories to be used, if available, are:
 
Urban and Built-up Land
 
(1) Residential
 
(2) Commercial
 
(3) Industrial
 
(4) Extractive
 
(5) Major Transportation, Communication, and Utility Corridors
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(6) Institutional
 
(7) Mixed Urban (urban uses not resolvable)
 
(8) Open Spaces and Other Urban
 
Also, major discernable patterns of development (e.g. strip and clustered) will
 
be analyzed...
 
As previously discussed it will not be possible to accurately deter­
mine all of these categories from LANDSAT. Therefore, large scale (i.e., high
 
resolution) aerial photography will be utilized to augment LANDSAT data in
 
order to obtain a finer level of land use categories. The minimum urban cate­
gories which will be extracted from aerial photographs are:
 
Residential
 
Commercial
 
Industrial
 
Major Transportation, Communication, and Utility Corridors
 
Undeveloped.
 
Data on these categories should prove adequate for all tasks undertaken in
 
Phase II of this project.
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Chapter II - The Land Use Conversion Models
 
The major task for Phase I of this study was to identify, evaluate,
 
and collect data related to land use conversion in Ohio. The foremost cri­
terion for a variable in this study is some theoretical, empirical relation­
ship to changes in land use. Based on the review of other land use models
 
above, this includes an array of variables on tax base, land value, employment,
 
industrial output, and services.
 
The major requirement for a variable to be utilized in the modeling
 
effort is that it be consistent through time. This implies that the definition
 
of the variable remain constant. In addition, it must be collected at regu­
lar intervals through time and for consistent geographic areas. The types
 
of policy questions which can be answered and the counties which appear in
 
any final model formulations must be dictated by the data base. Thus, before
 
a discussion of the land conversion models which are being developed, the
 
data sources utilized in the study are briefly summarized.
 
Data Sources
 
.The quality of land use information in Ohio has already been re­
viewed above. Given the poor quality of such data an attempt was made to
 
find other sources of related information in tax records. The first major
 
source of such data which was reviewed are data available from the State Board
 
of Tax Appeals.
 
One advantage to utilizing these data are their continuous availa­
bility over time. Data on assessed value for land and buildings are available
 
for all 88 Ohio counties in five categories - residential, commercial, indus­
trial, agricultural, and mining. A model constructed from such data would
 
be an indirect indicator of changes in land use over time. A side benefit
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of such a model is the potential prediction of tax base changes over time.
 
Thus, these data from 1962, 1967, 1972 and 1974 were collected, coded, and
 
placed on computer tape. Data for 1975 will be forthcoming. The analysis
 
of these data are discussed below in the section on Model 2.
 
Another subset of tax data are available on parcels in .each of the
 
above use categories. Agricultural acreage is also given. The number of
 
parcels are potentially more directly translatable into actual acreages.
 
Unfortunately, these data are only available from 1967 on for 36 counties in
 
Ohio. These counties are show5n in Figure 1. These data have also been coded,
 
punched, and placed on computer tape. Their analysis is given under the dis­
cussion for Model 1.
 
Given this set of tax data, an effort was made to establish whether
 
or not parcel data could be translated into actual land use categories. It
 
was thought that a sample of parcel sizes could be taken in each county. This
 
would give a mean distribution of sizes which could then be applied to the
 
parcel data to transform it into actual acreages. Thus, an investigation was
 
made of the manner in which data on tax parcels is stored by county tax
 
authorities. Unfortunately, it was found that the methods of storing such
 
data are inconsistent from county to county and that a sampling of such data
 
would be very tedious and time consuming, yielding very inaccurate results.
 
Thus, this idea was dropped for the present time.
 
Another idiocyncracy of the tax board data is the categorization
 
of land uses. For tax purposes, a residential parcel is only one with fewer
 
than six units. All other, larger residential units are classified as
 
commercial. Again, an investigation was made into potential methods of sub­
dividing the commercial category into its actual commercial and residential
 
components. One source of information investigated was census data on multi­
ple housing units. It was found that the census categorizes multiple units
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of five or more. This of course, does not correspond to the six or more
 
categorizations made for tax purposes. Similarly, building inspections are
 
carried out for buildings with four or more units making use of this data
 
impossible. Thus, the tax data had to be utilized in the models- in their
 
present, unadjusted format.
 
The next major data base investigated was census materials. The
 
Censuses of Business, Retail Trade, Wholesale Trade, and Manufacturers were
 
carried out in 1967 and 1972. Data included employment and output by industry
 
by county. Here, it was found that due to rules on disclosure of information,
 
many pieces of data were missing, even at two digit SIC code level for coun­
ties. This makes utilization of this data base very difficult.
 
Another census related data source which has been investigated is
 
County Business Patterns. This publication is annual and presents data on
 
employment by industry by county. Although there is less missing data, the
 
problem with County Business Patterns is that the most current information
 
is for 1973.
 
Thus, the next source of economic data investigated was information
 
on employees covered by unemployment insurance available from the Ohio Bureau
 
of Employment Services. The major advantage of these data is their availa­
bility on an annual basis through 1974. Data for 1975 will be available by
 
February, 1976. This represents the most current set of information. Corre­
spondence between covered and non-covered employees is good except for gov­
ernment workers. This is illustrated by Table 2..
 
These data have been assembled for 1962, 1967, 1972, 1973 and 1974.
 
Coupled with 1972 and 1973 estimates of population by the Bureau of the
 
Census, this information has been used to assemble an economic profile of
 
Ohio. In this way, one can see those areas where the most land use changes
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TABLE 2
 
Difference between Covered Employment and Total Employment in Ohio, 1973.a
 
Employment (1000's)
 
Sector Total Covered Difference % Difference
 
Total 4112 3503 609 
 14.8
 
Mining 23 23 0 0
 
Contract
 
Construction 167 168 -1 - 0.6
 
Manufacturing 1422 1424 -2 - 0.1
 
Transp. & Util. 224 190 34 15-.2
 
Wholesale
 
& Retail 857 853 4 0.5
 
,Finance 	 174 168 6 3.4
 
Services 648 553 95 14.7
 
Government 596 115 481 80.7
 
Total w/o Govt. 3516 3388 128 3.6
 
aEmployment covered by unemployment insurance. Data from Ohio Bureau of
 
Employment Services, 1973. Total employmnent data from the Statistical Abstract
 
of the United States, U. S. Dept. Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Table -565,
 
p. 346.
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are probably occurring. Tables 3 to 7 summarize the analysis of these data.
 
Counties were ranked based on the changes in total employment, employment in
 
each category, population, and overall change for the period in question.
 
These tables illustrate a number of ttends in Ohio's economy and
 
population. First, one can see that the largest amount of growth is concen­
trated in and around the largest SMSA's - Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati and
 
Toledo. Two counties, Cuyahoga and Hamilton, had large gains in employment
 
and small gains in population. In contrast, surrounding counties experienced
 
a large amount of population growth. This illustrates the effect of commuting
 
and suburbanization. Finally, it should be noted that service, financial,
 
and trade employment, the non-basic industries, were the largest gainers in
 
the urban counties. Based on this analysis, a sample of counties most repre­
sentative of economic, population, and land use change in Ohio can be drawn
 
for the modeling effort.
 
One other data question which must be discussed is a method of
 
projection for population and employment which can be used as inputs for
 
future use of the models developed in this study. One model which has been
 
used extensively for this purpose is the DEMOS model developed by Battelle.
 
The model projects population and employment by county to 1985 with a 1970
 
base year. The question remains whether this model is accurate enough to
 
utilize as the basis for projections of land use change made with the models
 
developed in this study. One method of assessing this accuracy is to test
 
DEMOS projections for 1972 and 1974 against currently available data for
 
these years. DEMOS projections have been made for all Ohio counties for these
 
years in order to make this test. Data are currently being coded and the test
 
will be made as a part of Phase II of this project.
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TABLE 3 
ECONOMIC PROFILE OF OHIO: 
VARIABLE NAMES 
TOT-72 1972 
TOT-74 1974 TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 
DEL-TOT Change in 
POP-72 1972 
POP-73 1973 POPULATION 
DEL-POP Change in 
.E01-72 1972 
E01-74 1974 MINING EMPLOYMENT 
DEL-01 Change in 
E02-72 1972 
E02-74 1974 CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION 
EMPLOYMENT 
DEL-02 Change in 
E03-72 1972 
E03-74 1974 MANUFACTURING 
EMPLOYMENT 
DEL-03 Change in 
E04-'72 1972 
TRANSPORTATION & 
E04-74 1974 UTILITIES 
EMPLOYMENT 
DEL-04 Change in 
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TABLE 3 (Continued) 
ECONOMIC PROFILE OF OHIO: 
VARIABLE NAMES 
E05-72 1972 
E05-74 1974 WHOLESALE & RETAIL 
TRADE EMPLOYMENT 
DEL-05 Change in 
E06-72 1972 
FINANCE, INSURANCE, 
E06-74 1974 AND REAL ESTATE 
EMPLOYMENT 
DEL-06 Change in 
E07-72 1972 
E07-74 1974 SERVICES 
EMPLOYMENT 
DEL-07 Change in 
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TABLE 4
 
SUMMARY STATISTICS, ECONOMIC PROFILE OF OHIO
 
ST&T ISTT CAL A ALV S S SYSTEM 
VARIABLE Nl MEAN STANDARD DEV VARIANCE SUN CORRECTED 5S LOW HIGN C.V. T 
-TOTor2 ---- O-2a7flR7fOT frr7rl rl~o -----3hOWJ66"E1860f2 12 1360;0000063842700O0 236.291 
EOI-72 As 252.10818 530.302051 0.281220n 06 22192.0000 0.2446620 08 1.000000 3354.00000 210.286 
COz_7z 88 1737.363636 4070.411242 D.1663340 O 152808.0000 0.1447110 10 19.00000 25200.0000_ 234.747 
-- O -O 0 .420430 11 365.000000 23856.0000 215.540 
El4_72 8 2116.875000 5755.715236 0.331283D 08 1862H5.0000 0.2882160 10 59.000000 42307.00000 271.897 
F05:72 a8 9189.659091 23120.683325 0.534566D 09 803690.0000 0.4650720 11 17.60000 _167919.00000 251.,95 
-tbrr-rrh67 72rf~tTh60.037n08 16165,00 0. 2691570 10 40.000o00 33560i. 1_00 302.789) 
E07_Y2 08 5901.295455 15722.840115 0.247208D 09 519314.O00D 0.215071D 11 61.000000 113418.00000 266.1430 
L-c092 88 1172.h43182 3414.43a220 0.116q84D 08 103175.0000 0.101428D 10 41.000000 29460.0000 291.224 
-T0T7CB54----- 0 Cc#2CTrb6849-C1018iJDf13_83544.000 0.88618BED 12--Id 181.00000 7200.00 231.562' 
E0174 88. 27U.500000 546.232509 0.298370D 06- 23804.0000 0.2595820 06 1.000000 3534.OOUO 201.934 
S0274 88 1814.23836 4094.P58582 0.1676790 00 159653.0000 0,145890 10 30.000000u 27120.0000 225.707 
-074 -r----- g563!i3792r~113 16_4i365.G()OO-O095D57D 11 __441.b0000 '246229.00000 "_210.910' 
k04.34 88 21R0.272727 5781.05024Z 0.33429nD On 10186.000O 0.2400400 10 66.000000 42752.000,00 265.19S 
E05_74 88 9830.761364 24506.162563 0.600552D 09 865107.0000 0.522480D 11 206.000000 176717.00000 49.20D
 
rd&.r-'r'--r19l4215O09 -5?q07844r Og3Z175009 1-71003.00D0---.2@O732O 10 42.0000O 39358.0000 297.486 
E07_74 08 6502.66181V 17247.625498 0.297401D 09 572236.0000 0.250008D 11 72.000000 124350.10000 265.239 
E0874 88 4166.647727 10496.S81106 6.1101115D 09 429265.0000 0.9516050 1o 322.000000 70503.00000.. 215.690 
POP_72r rT1I3L5E545 -S232737667O 0-:537590 11--6722400.0000--:460590 -1 00000000 " 1670100.0o0o0 190.674 
Vol.-" 88 122009.772727 230214.916101 o.52939D i1 0743900.0000 0.4610 D 13 10200.000000 1645300400c00 188.562 
OLSS 83 31094.204545 8006.89eb31 0.641104D 08 325090.0000 0.557761D 10 277.000000 6000Z.00OO0 216.742 _ 
-OgL.T2-"-- 16:sn2.3 6c --- 4I97.262645 "-'0A193359D 08 -- 203314ooo -0.160222D 10 -_ 2.000000- 306BO OouO.... lvo.326 
FL-POP a8 244.310162 32F7.224013 0.107402D 08 21500.0000 0.434397n 09 -2400.00C,100 9b00.00000 1341.375 
C) OELO1 88 18.31182 110.785964 0.122735D 05 1612.0000 0.1067f0D)07 -260.00O00O 664.00000 604.787 
"rr'2- nF--7 -76875000- l;447006---156220 067 . 6765.0000 0.133652D 08 -2685.000000 1912.OGOOU 509.850)­
OEL_03 88 793.750000 1511.995258 0.223b13D 07 69950.0000 0.198930 09 -424!3.000000 8281.00000 100.48a 
DEL 04 88 63.397727 157.070636 0.246712D 05 5579.0000 0.2146390 07 -718.00000 623.o0 0t0 247.754 
(5C 8L25813 41l012 27F-1493 0; qfU6O . 2 f5760t1 5-6417OO h 1941470 09 _'-93.0000 03.00 233.012­
VEL_06 OR 106.230636 266.662212 0.7110870 05 9349.0000 0.614646D 07 -35.000000 2683.00000 251.0O3 
UEL._7 0o 601.156364 1539.232735 0.2369240 07 52922.0000 oa012 4D 09 -5.000000 10970,0000 255.947 
TABLE 5
 
COUNTY RANKS FDA EACH CHANGE VARIABLE 
0"S NAME DFL..POP DEL-TOT DEL-01 DEL-02 DEL-03 DFLO DEL-08 DEL_0& OEL-07 SUN
 
I ADAMS "74.0 8.0 40.0 4.0 31 68.0 10O.O 6._0 - 2.0__ 43. 0 
2 ALLEN 7.5 " .0 55.5 53.0 82 7. 50 71.0 73.0 S62.0 
3 ASHLAND 38.5 39.O 63.0 60.0 54 50.5 18.0 2.0 26.0 351.0 
4 ASHTABULA 10.0 75.0 08 250 425 5L 49,D - 65.QL 505o5 
5 ATHENS 5.0 13.0 20.0 12.0 14 39.8 23.0 SO.O 14.0 220.5 
6 AUlGLAIZE 64.0 51.0 20.0 54.5 57 8.0 54.5 37.5 50.0 396.5 
19.0 86.0------ 5L5.0 .36.9._50.!i_ 57.0- 46.5 
SF 5RnWN -- 6.0 15.-0 460.0 17.0 28 5.0 25.0 5.0 20.0 201.0 
9 BUJTLER 86.0 78.0 51.0 77.0 76 85.0 79.0 83.0 69.0 6S3.0 
10 CARROLL 69.5 26.0 76.0 _ 29.0 26,-. 26.0_._42.0 ___.6.O ... 9.0--372.5 
-AP G1N 64.0 17.0 40.0 35.0 21 24.0 37.0 21.0 12.0 271.0 
12 CLARK 10.0 32.0 29.0 7.0 10 80.0 19.0 74.0 70.5 331.5 
13 CLF mONT 83.5 69.0 40.0 85.0 49----. 69.0 ---. 64.0 ------56.0 . _,..54.0_ 569.5 
-4---INTON 46.0 -44-0 - A0.0 -- 6.0 61- 30.01 34.0 7.0 3.0 S31.0 
15 COLUlMBIANA 64.0 74:0 81.0 63.0 79 42.5 72.0 60.0 " .0 579.5 
16 COSHOCTON 32.5 30.0 84.0 3.0 48 ._62.0 5. 80...47.0 379.5 
17 "-PWDR 85 20 00 30.D 75 45.5 46.0 40.0 3q.0 416.0 
is CUIYAHOGA 1.0 88.8 7.5 88.0 87 84.0 87.0 86.0 88.0 616.5 
19 DARKS: 64.0 41.0 5R.5 7 .0 _ -42- _57.0 21.5 _..27.0--_..61.0 442.0 
2 EANE2. 3.0 40.0 16.0 37 15.0 47.1i 58.0 47.0 344.5 
21 DELAWARE 82.0 58.0 70.0 19.D 56 61.0 73.0 67.5 45.0 531.5 
22 epic 38.5 63.0 24.0 59.0 44 9.0 __740...62.0 -*76.0 "9 .5 
Z-- X FAIELO) 79.5" 56.5 30.0 67.0 58-55 59.0 80.5 .4.0 507-0 
24 FAYfTTE 19.0 22.0 40.0 41.0 33 11.0 31.0 12.0 IR.5 Z27.5
 
25 FRANKLIN 79.5 86.0 13.0 1.0 77 87.0 88.0 - 88.0 PT.0 606.5
 
2Y -"LTO - 28.5 8-0 40.0 74.0 3 .5-52.67 42.0 21.5 S9.5
 
27 CALLIA 38.5 70.0 14.0 07.0 8 3:0 60.0 46.0 43.0 36q.5

28 G AUGA 78.0 "56.5 51.0 13.0 69 53.0 45 0_ 17.5____60.q_..420
 
-7 bELMONT 12.0 
29 GR-EENE 64.0 31.0 58.5 ?1.5 45 7.0 7.5 21.0 49.0 304.S 
30 GUERNSEY 28.5 5q.0 1.0 61.0 73 19.0 54.5 3.5 63.0 362.5 
31 HAMILTON 3.0 87.0 40.0 2.0 88 1.0 86.0 _ 0 6 _ 00 
•32 	 HANCOCK 50.0 54.0 6.0 10.0 59 71.5 67.0 43.5 62.0 423.0
 
33 HARDIN 46.0 46.0 11.0 72.0 64 28.0 3.0 31.0 22.0 323.D
 
34 HARRISON 38.5 5.0 60.5 31.D 13 21.0 21.5 35.0 1.0 226.5
 
-

-- 5--''--H-NR"- 5 0 400 	 29 4.0 37.0
385 J . 700 25-.S 362.0
 
3b HIGHLAND 57.0 4.0 28.0 8.5 9 15.0 35.0 64.5 5.5 226.5
 
37 1HOCKING 17.0 7.0 74.0 25.5 4 42.5 28.0 .... 31.0 . .250 254.0
 
38 E"385 90 R. 9. 6 32-5 26.0 3A.5 17.0 339.5
 
39 HURON 57.0 53:0 40.0 47.0 63 37.5 56.0 57.0 32.0 44 2.5
 
4D JACKSON 69.5 42.0 1q.0 14.0 65 39.5 17.0 45 1.).295
 
41 JFESN 14.0 50.0 3.0 81.0 3& 91.0 .51.0 8.5 48.0 37.1.5
 
42 KNOX "32.5 18.0 65.5 52.0 is 73.0 30.0 29.0 41.0 356.0
 
43 LAKE R3.5 84.0 12.0 46.0 84 71.5 R3.0 -- 75.0 .... ... 619.0
 
LrAkfNEE 14-T 20.0 10.0 51.0-- 17'- 66-60 38.6 37.5 40.0 293.5 
45 LICKING 28:5 60.0 7.5 57.0 46 50.5 75.0 64.5 72.0 461.0 
46 LOGAN 53.5__ 47.0 26.0 54.5 60 59.5 33.0 _43.5 _29.5-40)6°5 
4fT -Lf fW85.0 H3.0 60.5 82.0 85 790 80 - 7.09,-706.5­
48 LUCAS 7.5 81.0 72.0 86.0 43 77.0 79.0 82.0 85.0 612.5 
49 MADISON 46.0 21.0 57.0 40.0 25 31.0 44.0 31.0 15.0 310.0 
-5-- -o.N rqG 14.0 80.0 63.0 49.0 83 52.0 70.5 78.0 81.0 570.5" 
51 MARION 23.0 66.0 26.0 56.0 69 49.0 62.0 48.0 67.0 466.0 
52 HEOTNA 87.0 73.0 22.0 76.0 67 47.0 77.0 77.0 59.0 585.0_
-S59.s 45.0 87.0 24.0 19 83.0 4.0 17.5 "16.57-Y55-0­
54 M AER 59.5 48.0 40.0 65.0 53 56.0 48.0 _67.5 33.0 47U.0. 
'--5 IAMI 64.0- 76.0 26.0 45.0 81 4.'0 -41.0 70y,0 68.0Q 495.0 
56 -N--53.5 25 88.- 25.5 7 19.0 2.0 _14.5 _.o__3, 
- OSY2.o 65 17.0 5.0 ,1 2.0 85.0 85.0 83.0 345.0 
58 MORGAN 19.0 2 83.0 15.0 25.0 5.0 8.5 175o5
11 7.0 

5q MORRO53. 
 12 54.0 38.0 6 23.0 20 72.0 .27.5.. 1.
 
60 "-UIGM2. 9 81.0 42.5 35 82.0 
 58.0 25.5 46.0 ".3.0 
61 NOBLE 28.5- 14 20.0 27.0 30 6.0 6.0 12.0 21.6 6. 
Q2 OTTAWA 69.5 28 75.0 83.0 -- 5 -....._.0 _ 0.0 400_ _60-.423.5 
3 U-lN 856 40.0 16.0 12 36.0 "7.5 17.5 38.0 211.5 
64 PERRY 77.0 9 77.0 21.5 20 15.0 11.0 12.0 1q.5, 261.0 
65 PICKAWAY 50.0 24 40.0 11.0 38 12.5 39.0 ... 17.5 .... 95 261.5 
66 PMR 23.0 11 40.0 19.0 23 28.0 -13.0 40.6 8.0 2U5.O
 
67 PCRTAGE 76.0 72 70.0 23.0 70 
 63.5 66.0 23.5 75.0 53 .0
 
be PRF8LE 16.0 27 40.0 37.0 39 12.5 32.0 ... 52.5 ... 13.8, 269.0
 
-6-9-"-PTNAM 19. 0 16 53.0 "-39.0 -- 22 17.0 29.0 36.0 11.0 242.0 
70 RICHLAND 23.0 1 15.5 78.0 2 75.0 53.0 79.0 52.0 3"5.5
 
71 ROSS 28.5 64 5.0 80.0 58 59.5 68.0 52.5 5. 7.
 
"-"7 S D K 5.523 2.----34.0 .... 24 34.5 14.0 46.0 53.0 2h .O
 
73 5CIOIO 10.0 43 40.0 19.0 40 54.0 
 57.0 54.0 55.0 372.0
 
74 SENECA 57.0 52 79.0 6.0 71 32.5 .150... .0_ 5.0.. 25
 
7 SHFOY T4. 61 55.5 68.0 72 -37.5 49.0 55.0 35.0 5U7.0
 
76 STARK 88.0 85 85.0 84.0 86 86.0 84.0 B4.0 82.0 7,,.o 
77 SU"41IT 4.0 82 65.5 73.0 79 76.0 8 1.-0 ... 1.0 -. 84.0 544.5 
78 TR-UL607 8A 906 8.0 82.0 81.0 74.0 635.0 
79 TUSCARAWA5 74.0 67 67.5 71.0 66 65.0 ,69.0 59.0 65.0 6,)5.5 
80 UNIION 64.0 33 4.0 69.0 so 22.0 .... 16.0 .- 46.0 23.5 327.5
 
-81- AN-ffkf 46.0 40 40.0- 49.0 47 19.0 40.0 63.0 34.0 37P.0
 
8? VINTCN4 38.5 3 15.5 32.5 1R 34.5 9.0 10.0 5.5 1&G.5
 
H3 WARREN 69.5 55 23.0 32.5 41 58.0 63.0 3.5 77.0 422.!
 
64 WSI-NG-TON 50.0 3T 9.0 75.0 5 - 425 10---23.5 -51.0 -- 34 .0
 
AS WAYNE 72.0 71 67.5 62.0 74 74.0 24.0 66.0 70.5 581.0 
46 WILLIAMS 38.5 10 51.0 8.5- - 16_. 28.0q 41.0 ... 21.0-...... 27.5_.. 241.5 
87 WOOD 81.0 68 75-0 E4.O 27 4R.O 76.0 76.0 74.0 587.0 
as WYANCOT 23.0 34 63.0 58.0 52 10.0 12.0 33.5 31.0 316.5 
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TABLE 6
 
COUNTIES RANKED BY 1q72 POPULATION 
I VINTON 

S--NOSBE 

3 MORGAN 

4 MONROE 

6 PAULDING 

7 PIKE 

8 MEIGS 

9 ADAMS 

10 HOCKING 

--IF"-CAPniE 

12 WYANDOT 

13 MORROW 

-L4 HOLNFS 
15 UNION 

16 FAYFTTE 

1i GALLIA 

IB PFRRY 

19 JACKSON 

20 -HENRY 
21 BROWN 

22 MADISON 

23- HGILANO 

24 VAN WERT 

25 CHAMPAIGN 

26--CLINTON ­
27 HARDIN 

29 PUTNAM
29 BhIc rks 
30 COSHOCTON 

31 FIILTON 

32-PREBLF 

33 LOGAN 

34 MERCER 
i5 DCFIA CE...... 

36 OTTAWA 

37 SHELY 

38 -GUERNSEY 

39 AUGLAIZE 

40 PICKAWAY 

&f---k-On" 

42 ASHLAND 

43 DELAWARE 

OA-M'KF 

45 tHU-ON 

46 CRAWFORD 

4- ATHENS 

48 WASHINGTON 

49 LAWRENCE 

sTECA-

51 ROSS 

• 52 HANCOCK 

54 GEAUGA 

55 MARION 

57- ERIE 

58 TUSCARAWAS 
59 SCIOTO 

6do MUSwnJGUM 

61 BFLMVNT 

62 WARREN 

63 MEOINA 

64 MIAMI ­
65 WAYNE 
WOO 
67 JEFFERSON 

68 CLERMONT 

S9 SHTABULI 
70 ALLEN 

71 COLUMBIANA 

7r-T1C(NC 

73 GRE:ENE 

74 PORTAGE 

75--R]CHLAND 

76 CLARK 

77 LAKF 

70 BUTLER
79 TRUMBULL 
80 LORAIN 

81 HAHONING. 
S2 STARK 

R3 LUCAS 

f--72 85 MUNTGMERY 
_86 FRANKLIN 

8T HAMICTON 

88' CUYAHOCGA 

2.0 
--I.o 
3.1 
11.0 
6.0 
5.0 
37.0 
14.0 
15.0 
.0 
26.0 
25.0 
31.0 
28.0 
10.0 
liO -
16.0 
21.0 
39.0 
4.0 
24.0 
-a. -
45.0 
19.0 
2q.O 
27.0 
13.012.0 
47.0 
48.0 
18.0 
50.0 
63.0 
33.0 
54.0 
68.5 
40.0 -
49.0 
17.0 
"-h3.0 
36.0 
70.0 
56.57­
58.0 
51.0 
7:0-­
37.0 
22.0 
"55.0 
64.0 
53.0 
56.5 
62.0 
60.0 
80.0 
43.0 
f50.0­
35.0 
52.0 
78.0" 
66.0 
77.0 
7q.0 
42.0 
74.0 
67.0 
73.0 
76.0 
6i.0­
23.0 
71.0 
46'.0­
30.0 
P4.0a 
86.0-
85.0 
*Counties are sorted by their 
1972 population (column 1, OBS 
87.0
 
75.0 and NAME). 
88.
 
20. 	 by the sum 
.0- population
34.0 
81.0 categories 
65d0-­
R3.O 
They 
of total 
and all 
given 
are then ranked 
change in 
employment 
in Table 5 (SUI). 
- -
TABLE 7
 
COUNTIES RANKED RY 1972 EMPLOYMENT'
 
o0s NA4E AUT 
T VINTON . 2.0
 
2 NOIBL 1.0
 
3 MEIGS 37.0
 
4 CARROLL 44.0
 
S PAiILOTNG 6.0
 
6 ADAMS 14.0
 
7 .MOrGAn__ 3.0 
8 MORPOW , 25.0
 
9 BROWN 4.0
 
,10 PIKE 8.0
 
11 PERRY 16.1
 
.12 HOLMES 31.0
 
13 MAD]SPN 24.0
 
14M MONROE 11.0
 
15 PRWPLE 18.0
 
16 HOCKING 15.0

-IT -JACKSON 21.0
 
18 WYANDOT 26.0
 
1q PUTNAM 13.O0
 
20 FAYF- --- 10.0
 
21 HARRISON 8.5
 
22 CHAMPAIGN 19.0
 
723 HIGHLAND 8.5
 
24 HARDIN 27.0
 
25 UNION 28.0
 
26 GALLIA 41.0
 
27 CLINTON 29.0
 
28 HENRY 39.0
 
2- VAN WER.T 45.0 
30 LOGAN 50.0
 
31 OTTAWA 54.0
 
32 LAWRENCE 22.0
 
33 CLERMONT 74.0
 
:34 PICKAWAY 17.0
35 ni~kB~ 56.5­
36 MERCER 63.0
 
37 FULTON 48.0
 
28 KHOX 38.0
 
39 COSHOCTON 47.0
 
40 AUGLAIZE 49.0
 
41 DELAWARE 70.0
 
42 GEAUGA 56.5
 
43 P GUERNSEY 40.0
 
44 WILLIAMS 12.0
 
45 WARREN 52.0
 
46 ATHENS 7.0
 
47 ROSS 64.0
 
,4a OFIANCE 33.0
 
49 AS14LAJD 36.0
 
50 SCIE-LY 68.5 
51 HURON 58.0
 
52 WASHINGTON 32.0

-3 CRAWFngO i.0F
 
54 SCIOTO 43.0
 
,55 SANDUSKY _ ___ 20.0
 
56 BELMONT - 3S.0
 
' T -- MEDINA 78.0 
58 GREENE 23.0
 
5Q HANCOCK 53.0
 
60 FAIRFIFLD "68. l
 
61 SENECA 55.0
 
62 TISCARAWAS 60.
 
63 MARION 62.0
 
64 MUSKINGUM 59.0
 
65 COLUMIANA 76.0
 
66 iThi 66.0
 
67 JFFFZRSON 42.0
 
68 ASHTABULA 67.0
 
69 WOOD 79.0
70 PORTAGE 71.0 *Counties are sorted by their 
71 WAYN 7.0 1972ERIE ' 60.6' employment (column 1, OBS72 ­
7 LICKING 61.0 and NAME). They are then ianked 
T4 ALLEN 73.0
 
is CLARK 30.0 by the sum of total change in 
76 LAKE 84. 
77 RICHLAND 46.0 population and all employment 
T ,BUTLE aa.b- categories given in Table 5 (SUM).Q

7 LORAIJ 87.0
 
so TRUMBULL 85.0
 
SIMAHONIIG 75.0
 
62 STARK 88.0
 
83 LUCAS 82.0
 
84 sUMNIT 72.0
 
85 MONTGOMERY 34.0 ,
 
86 FRANKLIN 81.0
 
87 HAMILTON 65;0 .
 
88 CUYAHOGA 93.0
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General Approach to Land Conversion Modeling
 
Given a data base with several types of land use, economic, popu­
lation, and tax data, the approach which will be taken to define models of
 
land use change in Ohio must be delineated. We may first define a set of-land
 
use change or tax change categories
 
Yi = land, category i; i = 1,2,3...n. 
These categories are defined by the nature of land use or tax information
 
and may include residential, commercial, industrial, etc.
 
We may also define a set of employment categories
 
=
Xj employment, category j; j = 1,2,3.. .m.
 
Employment is used as the economic indicator because it appears to be the
 
most readily available and complete data set.
 
Changes in land use (or tax base) Yi is then given as
 
Yi = fh (Yk i, Xj). 
In this equation, changes in land use for category are explained by the
 
endogenous variables Yk not equal to i (all other land use changes) and all
 
changes in employment.
 
Not only will competition among uses and employment effect land
 
use and tax structure changes, but also the absolute size of a county's
 
employment, population, and land base will effect land conversion. Then, we
 
can define function 2
 
X. 
Yi = f2 (Yk#i,V1 , Z, A) 
wheret 	 Z = total employment or population in the base year 
A total area of the county 
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Equations of this type can be defined using regression analysis. The advan­
tage of this technique is the output of measures of reliability and statis­
tical accuracy for all resultant equations.
 
In the sections below, preliminary results for several models are
 
given along with a presentation of the design for Phase II of this study.
 
Model 1 - Tax Board Data, 36 Counties
 
Regression equations were defined for the 36 counties with parcel
 
information for 1967 and 1972. The variables list is given by Table 8.
 
Tables 9 to 11 show the intercorrelatiohs amongst the variables used in the
 
analysis. Here, it can be seen that many variables are heavily intercorre­
lated. Thus, several variables were summed into combined indicators to
 
eliminate redundancy. This was done for household related employment (Tables
 
12 to 14).
 
Tables 19 to 21 show the results of the regression analyses. In
 
each tables, the dependent variable is given on the top of the page in capital
 
letters. Then, the regression coefficients are given for the indicated vari­
ables and years. The F statistic of significance is given in parentheses
 
after each beta coefficient. At the bottom of each section of the table are
 
given the R2 statistic and the adjusted R2 , R2 (a). This indicates the amount
 
of variance explained by each regression equation. The constant in each equa­
tion (C) is also given in the table. A better understanding of how to interpret
 
each table is given on page 54, explanation of tables.
 
Model 2 -Tax Board Data, 88 Counties
 
The second set of regressions were run with the assessed value of
 
land and total assessed value for the 88 counties in Ohio, 1967, 1972, and
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1967-1972. Tables 23 to 38 give the results for these models. The tables
 
are constructed in the same fashion as those for Model 1 above. One can see
 
that each of these models is very strong, explaining a minimum of almost 90%
 
of the variance. At this stage, it is not possible to discuss in detail the
 
reasons why certain variables have entered the equations. Several additional
 
tests of the data and equations need to be made in Phase II in order to define
 
a final set of tax base models. What is indicated at this stage is the
 
possibility of constructing very strong explanatory models of the changes in
 
Ohio's tax base.
 
Model 3 - Land Use Changes
 
Given the strong relationships found in the other two models, the
 
primary task of Phase II is to construct a model of land use change. This
 
will be accomplished using the same basic equation structure and set of
 
independent variables on employment and population. In Model 3, the depen­
dent variables will be changes in land use in a sample of Ohio counties.
 
These changes will be tabulated from available aerial photographs. At the
 
present time, the reliability of LANDSAT data has not been tested. Thus,
 
this data will not be used in Model 3 to construct a predictive model. These
 
data will be used instead in Model 4.
 
In order to tabulate the data from aerial photographs required for
 
this model, additional labor input will be required. A methodology for
 
sampling from the aerial photographs to minimize the time required is current­
ly being developed. Once this method is finalized, an estimate can be made
 
of the number of hours required to perform this task. The total will of
 
course vary with the final number of counties in the sample.
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LIST OF VARIABLES 
VAROO1: COUNTY INDEX NUMBER 
VAR002: POPULATION 1967
 
VAR003: POPULATION 1972
 
VAR004: TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 1967 (EXCLUDED GOVERNMENT)
 
VAR005: MINING EMPLOYMENT 1967
 
VAR006: CONSTRUCTION EMPLOYMENT 1967
 
VAR007: MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT 1967
 
VAR008: TRANSPORTATION UTILITIES EMPLOYMENT 1967
 
VAR009: WHOLESALE AND RETAIL EMPLOYMENT 1967
 
•VARO10: 	 FINANCE INSURANCE EMPLOYMENT 1967
 
VAROl: SERVICES EMPLOYMENT 1967
 
VAR012: TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 1972 (EXCLUDED GOVERNMENT)
 
VAR013: MINING EMPLOYMENT 1972
 
VAR014: CONSTRUCTION EMPLOYMENT 1972
 
VAR015: MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT 1972
 
VAR016: TRANSPORTATION UTILITIES EMPLOYMENT 1972
 
VAR017: WHOLESALE AND RETAIL EMPLOYMENT 1972
 
VAR018: FINANCE INSURANCE EMPLOYMENT 1972
 
VAR019: SERVICES EMPLOYMENT 1972
 
IND020: ASSESSED VALUE AGRICULTURAL LAND 1967
 
IND021: ASSESSED VALUE INDUSTRIAL LAND 1967
 
IND022: ASSESSED VALUE COMMERCIAL LAND 1967
 
IND023: ASSESSED VALUE RESIDENTIAL LAND 1967
 
IND024: ASSESSED VALUE ALL TAXABLE LAND 1967
 
IND025: ASSESSED VALUE AGRICULTURAL LAND 1972
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TABLE 8 (Contiriu&d)
 
IND026: ASSESSED VALUE INDUSTRIAL LAND 1972
 
IND027: ASSESSED VALUE COMMERCIAL LAND 1972
 
IND028: ASSESSED VALUE RESIDENTIAL LAND 1972
 
IND029: ASSESSED VALUE ALL TAXABLE LAND 1972
 
IND030: ASSESSED VALUE AGRICULTURE BUILDINGS 1967
 
IND031: ASSESSED VALUE INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 1967
 
IND032: ASSESSED VALUE COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS 1967
 
IND033: ASSESSED VALUE RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS 1967
 
IND034: ASSESSED VALUE ALL TAXABLE BUILDINGS 1967
 
IND035: ASSESSED VALUE AGRICULTURE BUILDINGS 1972
 
IND036: ASSESSED VALUE INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS 1972
 
IND037: ASSESSED VALUE COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS 1972
 
IND038: ASSESSED VALUE RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS 1972
 
IND039: ASSESSED VALUE ALL TAXABLE BUILDINGS 1972
 
IND060: TOTAL AG ASSESSED VALUE 1967
 
IND061: TOTAL IND ASSESSED VALUE 1967
 
IND062: TOTAL COMM ASSESSED VALUE 1967
 
IND063: TOTAL RES ASSESSED VALUE 1967
 
IND065: TOTAL AG ASSESSED VALUE 1972
 
IND066: TOTAL IND ASSESSED VALUE 1972
 
IND067: TOTAL COMM ASSESSED VALUE 1972
 
IND068: TOTAL RES ASSESSED VALUE 1972
 
V002: DELTA POPULATION 1967-72
 
V004: DELTA TOTAL EMPLOYMENT (EXCLUDED GOVERNMENT) 1967-72
 
V005: DELTA MINE EMPLOYMENT 1967-72
 
V006: DELTA CONSTRUCTION EMPLOYMENT 1967-72
 
V007: DELTA MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT 1967-72
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TABLE 8 (Contiiuod) 
V008: DELTA TRANSPORTATION EMPLOYMENT 1967-72
 
V009: DELTA WHOLESALE-RETAIL EMPLOYMENT 1967-72
 
V010:." DELTA FINANCE-INSUPANCE EMPLOYMENT 1967-72
 
VOll: DELTA SERVICES EMPLOYMENT 1967-72
 
V012: DELTA HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYMENT 1967-72
 
DAR012: HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYMENT 1967
 
DAR013: HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYMENT 1972
 
1020: DELTA AG LAND ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
1021: DELTA IND LAND ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
1022: DELTA COMM LAND ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72"
 
1023: DELTA RES LAND ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
1024:- DELTA TOTAL LAND ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
1029: DELTA RES AND COMM LAND A-VALUE 1967-72
 
1030: DELTA AG BUILDINGS ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
1031: DELTA IND BUILDINGS ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
1032: DELTA COMM BUILDINGS ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
1033: DELTA RES BUILDINGS ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
1034: DELTA TOTAL BUILDINGS ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
1060: DELTA TOTAL AG ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
1061: DELTA TOTAL IND ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
1062: DELTA TOTAL COMM ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
1063: DELTA TOTAL RES ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
1069: DELTA RES AND COMM TOTAL A-VALUE 1967-72
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Changes in Urban Land Assessed Values 1967-72
 
Table 9 - Correlation Coefficients Among Change Variables 1967-72
 
1021 1022 1023
 
1021 1.00000 .89452 .88701
 
1022 1.00000 .74707
 
1023 1.00000
 
Table 10- Correlation Coefficients of Change Variables with State Variables 1967
 
VAR002 VAR004 VAR007 VAR008 VAR009 VARO1O VAR011 
1021 .90904 .92279 .91420 .91786 .91407 .92421 .91996 
1022 .84145 .83399 .80151 .82698 .84109 .88617 .86053 
1023 .95904 .96597 .95858 .96343 .96550 .93449 .95986 
Table ii - Correlation Coefficients of Change Variables with Change Variables 1967-72
 
V002 V004 V007 V008 V009 V010 Voll 
1021 -.66230 .71660 -.81784 .71611 .81608 .78282 .89767 
1022 -.31793 .87747 -.61213 .86607 .90241 .86760 .87179 
1023 -.73841 .70094 -.91562 .68426 .82666 .84528 .94328 
Cases: 88
 
All Coefficients Significance = 0.001
 
Aggregation of household oriented employment
 
Table 12 Correlation Coefficients State Variables 1967
 
VAR002 VAROOS VAR009 VAR010 VAR011 
VAR002 1.00000 0.98379 0.99333 0.96761 0.98997 
VOW8 1.00000 0.99373 0.97374- 0.99052 
VAR009 1.00000 0.98129 0.99833 
VAR010 '.00000 0.98779 
VAR011 1.00000 
Table 13 Correlation Coefficients State Variables 1972
 
VAR003 VAR 16 VAR017 VAR018 VAR019
 
VAR003 1.00000 0.9826 0.9938 0.9677 0.9919
 
VAR016 1.0000 0.9921 0.9710 0.9899
 
VARQ17 1.0000 0.9825 0.9989
 
VAR018 1.0000 0.9865
 
VAR019 1.0000
 
Table 14 Correlation Coefficients Change Variables 1967-72
 
V008 V009 V010 VOll
 
V008 1.00000 0.92942 0.89463 0.85984
 
V009 1.00000 0.96902 0.95325
 
V010 1.00000 0.94359
 
VOl 1.00000
 
Cases: 88
 
All Coefficients Significance = 0.001
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C 
TABLE 15
 
RESIDENTIAL PARCELS*
 
1967 
VAR002 .38724 (72.54) 
DAR012 
- 1.02500 (12.52) 
C 2252.39 
R2 
 .99043 

R2 (a) .99015 

YVAR002 .22692 (2540.'76) 

7519.91 

R2 .98679 

Mean 37473. 

*Sanple of 36 counties
 
1972 
.39467 (101.91) 
- .72120- (15.86) 
2339.35 
VAR003 
DAR013 
.99274 
.99253 
.23963 (3131.02) 
7374.84 
VAR003 
.98926 
38769. 
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TABLE 16
 
COMMERCIAL PARCELS*
 
1967 1972 
VAR002 .02634 (15.20) .02087 (13.63) VAR003 
DAR012 
- .04967 (1.33) .01722 (0.43) DAR013 
C 313.18 340.80 
R2 .96905 .98563 
R2 (a) .96814 .98521 
*DARO12- 11748- (718.12)' .1135i (1640.24) DAR013 
C 1197,63 1035.-.94 -
R2 - 95479 .97969 
Mean 3019. 3440. 
*Sample of 36 counties 
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C 
TABLE 

INDUSTRIAL 

1967 
VAR002 .00408 (3.24) 
VAR007 - .01259 (.80) 
C 164.60 
R2 
 .73970 

R2 (a) .73205 

VAR007 .01260 (84.93) 

251.88 

R2 
 .71412 

Mean 477. 

*Sample of 36 counties
 
17 
PARCELS* 
1972 
.00305 (1.11) 
- .00258 (.02) 
183.54 
VAR003 
VAR015 
.74826 
.74086 
.01833 (96.66) 
189;56 
VAR015 
.73979 
539. 
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TABLE 18
 
DELTA RESIDENTIAL PARCELS 1967-72 
V002 .22972 (29.69) 
VAR002 .01170 (22.01) 
C - 22.08444 
R2 .47444 
R2 (a) .45899 
Mean 1295.53 
VAR002 C 99000 
V002 .12603 (1.42) 
VAR002 - .01052 (0.43) 
C 1027.917068 
R2 .05795 
R2 (a) .02171 
Mean 769.10 
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TABLE 19
 
DELTA COMMERCIAL PARCELS 1967-72
 
DAR012 .03506 (283.86)
 
C - 47.10469
 
R.89304
 
Mean 420.91
 
VAR002 4 99000
 
V012 .07869 (.50) 
C - 124.70376 
R2 
 .01898 
Mean - 18.21 
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TABLE 20
 
DELTA INDUSTRIAL PARCELS 1967-72
 
V007 

C 

R2 

Mean 

VAR002 4. 99000
 
VAR004 

C 

R2 

Mean 

- .02060 (20.74)
 
35.72305
 
.37891
 
62.52
 
.01635 (5.63) 
- 94.11369 
.17791
 
35.07
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TABLE 21
 
DELTA PUBLIC UTILITIES PARCELS 1967-72
 
V002 - .08740 (5.42) 
V004 - .69876 (3.43) 
V009 3.04437 (12.69) 
VAR004 - .020829 (17.97) 
V007 - .065627 
VOll 1.00701 
C 838.81868 
R2 .53520 
R2 (a) .45773 
Mean - 280.58 
VAR002 4 99000 
V007 - 2.01662 
V002 - .19752 
VAR002 - .05081 
V011 - .02032 
V005 - 2.24002 
V004 . .80717 
C 1602.05829 
R2 .78343 
R2(a) .72155 
Mean - 313.46 
52 
(2.99)
 
(2.59)
 
(3.70)
 
(6.94)
 
(3.73)
 
(0.00),
 
(1.95)
 
(.82)
 
C 
C 
TABLE 22
 
DELTA RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PARCELS 1967-72
 
V012 .32012 (33.44)
 
V002 .20393 (21.77)
 
166.62244
 
R2 .50895 
R2 (a) .49451 
Mean 1716.44 
VAR002 C 99000
 
V002 .13494 (1.59)
 
DAR012 - .19329 (.83)
 
1012.97130
 
R2 
 .07582
 
R2 (a) .04028
 
Mean 750.89
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Explanation of Regression-Model Tables (Tables 15-38)
 
As indicated earlier, equations for the land conversion models can
 
be defined by selected variables using regression analysis. Using Table 23
 
as an example; we can explain in more detail how one interprets each of the
 
regression-model tables. Table 23 depicts the explanatory models for the
 
dependent variable," assessed value of all taxable land for 1967 and 1972".
 
The dependent variable is always labelled under the table number for each of
 
the regressi6n models.
 
The regression-model table-contains the results of four, statistical
 
regression analyses. The first analysis is shown under the column heading
 
"1967" which indicates the year of ,the dependent variable. Theindependent
 
variables for this analysis are shown on the left-hand margin. For Table 23
 
"1967", the independent variables are VAR002 (1967 population), VARD07 (1967
 
manufacturing employment) and DAR012 (1967 household employment). The first
 
set of numbers (i.e., 311.87, 616.22, 706.34) represents the weight of each
 
independent variable in the regression equation. The associated number in
 
-parentheses for each independent variable is the F-statistic which indicates
 
the statistical significance of each independent variable in the regression
 
equation. The regression constant, c(103), is shown under 'the independent
 
variables. Thus the regression equation for 1967 in Table 23 is:
 
YIND029 =.3910.23X10 3 + 311.87 (VAR002)
 
+ 616.22 (VAR007) + 706.34 (DAR012)
 
where:
 
YIND029 =assessed value all taxable land,
 
VAR002 = total population 1967,
 
VAR007 - manufacturing employment 1967,
 
DAR012 = household employment 1967.
 
When this equation is applied to the 88 Ohio counties, 99.158% of
 
the statistical variance in the model is explained, as indicated by the R2
 
value. This example illustrates a highly predictive model. By adjusting the
 
R2 for the sample size and the number of independent variables, 99.138% of
 
the statistical variance is explained, as indicated by the R2 (a) value.
 
The-results of this regression analysis (i.e. 1967 for Table 23)
 
implies that if data exists for counties in Ohio in 1967 on total population
 
and the two employment types (manufacturing and household), one can predict
 
greater than 99% of the time the 1967 assessed value for all taxable land in
 
the counties. Thus, the implication of the model is potential prediction of
 
assessed value for all taxable land based on projected population and employ­
ment data.
 
Similarly, the regression equations for the three additional models
 
represented in Table 23 can be constructed. These additional models are (1) a
 
simple 1967 model with total population as the only independent variable, (2)
 
a model for 1972 assessed value of all taxable land with three independent
 
variables, and (3) a simple model for 1972 with total population as the only
 
independent variable.
 
The interpretative procedure, as described above, may be applied
 
similarly to the other regression-model tables presented in this report.
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TABLE 23 
ASSESSED VALUE ALL TAXABLE LAND 
VAR002 
VARO07 
DARO12 
C(103) 
1967 
311.87 (42.82) 
616.22 (10.07) 
706.34 (7.95) 
3910.23 
1972 
241.18 (4.57) 
1396.09 (10.44) 
1818.68 (20.02) 
5926.65 
VAR003 
VAR015 
DAR013 
R2 
R2 (a) 
.99158 
.99138 
.98487 
.98452 
VAR002 
C(103) 
514.66 (8238.20) 
- 1544.06 
823.90 (4216.44) 
- 9123.26 
VAR003 
R2 .98967 .98001 
Mean Value 
Max 
Min 
61322779. 
954572500. 
4251867. 
91265538. 
4162957. 
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TABLE 24 
ASSESSED VALUE RESIDENTIAL LAND 
VAR002 
VAR007 
DAR012 
C(103) 
1967 
281.07 
321.24 
- 134.46 
- 6615.45 
(134.62) 
(10.59) 
(1.11) 
1972 
155.63 (3.89) 
1432.29 (22.46) 
794.20 (7.80) 
- 8587.46 
VAR003 
VAR015 
DAR013 
R2 
R2 (a) 
.99396 
.99382 
.98181 
.98138 
VAR002 
C(103) 
309.48 (12453.19) 
- 6809.64 
524.62 (3487.89) 
- 16554.28 
VAR003 
R2 .99314 .97594 
Mean Value 
Max 
Min 
30993644 
534298875 
593000 
47368497 
952651250 
669640 
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TABLE 25 
ASSESSED VALUE COMMERCIAL LAND 
DAR012 
VAR002 
VAR007 
C(103) 
1967 
761.74 
- 31.09 
83.76 
- 2769.09 
(16.16) 
(.74) 
(.32) 
1972 
963.34 (105.78) 
43.34 (2.78) 
- 155.56 (2.44) 
- 3014.81 
DAR013 
VAR003 
VAR015 
R2 
R2 (a) 
.95306 
.95196 
.98951 
.98926 
DAR012 
C(10 3 ) 
1042-.21 (1693.71) 
- 1432.76 
1063.58 (7808.85) 
- 2016.91 
DAR013 
R2 .95168 .98911 
Mean Value 
Max 
Min 
12652290. 
327851750 
94400 
18238812 
393033937 
94400. 
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TABLE 26 
ASSESSED VALUE INDUSTRIAL LAND 
DAR012 
VAR007 
VAR002 
C(103) 
1967 
390.66 (50.40) 
262.71 (37.93) 
- 56.50 (29.13) 
599.97 
1972 
460.04 (31.37) 
505.33 (33.52) 
97.21 (18.10) 
566.59 
DAR013 
VAR015 
VAR003 
R2 
R2 (a) 
.94917 
.94797 
.92639 
.92466 
C(103) 
-
510.13 (759.30) 
2590.49 
VAR015 
R2 
.89826 
Mean Value 
Max 
Min 
3142700. 
91787312. 
5130. 
5197847. 
13082312. 
34340. 
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TABLE 27
 
DELTA RESIDENTIAL LAND ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
(103)
 
VAR002 
V002 
1020 
IND020 
C 
.16464 
- .89555 
1.28365 
- .48910 
- 3761.07 
(492.08) 
(40.00) 
(12.00 
(5.97) 
R2 
R2 (a) 
.94862 
.94363 
Mean 
Min 
Max 
16374851. 
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TABLE 28
 
DELTA RESIDENTIAL LAND ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
(103)
 
V004 
VAR002 
1020 
IND020 
C -
- 1.66589 
.25494 
.88711 
- .41250 
4934.11 
(53.50) 
(777.06) 
(7.30) 
(4.70) 
R2 
R2 (a) 
.95370 
.95204 
Mean 
Min 
Max 
16374851. 
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TABLE 29
 
DELTA INDUSTRIAL LAND ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
(103)
 
V007 
VAR007 
NID021 
1020 
c -
.46125 
.05887 
.57523 
- .06069 
89.95 
(13.39) 
(5.58) 
(35.43) 
(1.14) 
R2 
R2 (a) 
.89605 
.89234 
Mean 
Min 
Max 
2055146. 
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TABLE 30
 
DELTA COMMERCIAL LAND ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
(103)
 
V012 1.37676 (53.21) 
DAR012 .69014 (33.59) 
IND0022 - .63634 (110.99) 
VAR002 - .01738 (1.04) 
C - 1179.52 
R2 .92153 
R2 (a) .91873 
Mean 5586520 
Min 
Max 
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TABLE 31
 
LTA RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL LAND ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
(103 ) 
DAR012 
V004 
1020 
IND020 
IND022 
IND023 
C -
1.31460 
- .60024 
.78633 
- .26005 
.12720 
.17469 
161.73 
(23.57) 
(5.41) 
(4.12) 
(1.63) 
(0.60) 
(3.06) 
R2 
R2 (a) 
.97176 
.97004 
Mean 
Min 
Max 
21961372 
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TABLE 32 
TOTAL RESIDENTIAL ASSESSED VALUE 
VARO02 
DAR012 
VAR007 
C(103) 
-
1967 
800.91 
1796.16 
793.12 
10247.39 
(47-00) 
(8.55) 
(2.77) 
-
1972 
1045.48 (137.11) 
- 319.99 (0.988) 
2119.45 (38.38) 
14857.72 
VAR003 
DAR013 
VAR015 
R2 
R2 (a) 
.99067 
.99045 
.99596 
.99587 
VAR002 
C(103) 
-
1198.32 (7986.63) 
21942.23 
-
1272.21 
16219.37 
(14314.98) VAR003 
R2 .98935 .99395 
Mean Value 
Max 
Min 
155396375 
3793700 
186115312 
4432020 
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TABLE 33 
TOTAL COMMERCIAL ASSESSED VALUE 
VARO07 
VAR002 
DAR012 
C(103) 
1967 
3650.52 (40.78) 
- 448.47 (10.21) 
1822.81 (6.11) 
1991.86 
1972 
- 140.67 (0.382) 
198.84 (11.21) 
1397.15 (42.58) 
7264.12 
VARO15 
VAR003 
DAR013 
R2 
R2 (a) 
.89306 
.89054 
.98750 
.98720 
C(103 ) 
2222.99 (5743.31) 
- 911.74 
DARO13 
R2 .98525 
Mean Value 
Max 
Min 
42365719 
638860 
59645348 
648710 
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TABLE 34 
TOTAL INDUSTRIAL ASSESSED VALUE 
VAR007 
DAR012 
VAR002 
C(103 ) 
1967 
1452.89 (42.16) 
1126.43 (15.23) 
-165.37 (9.06) 
4032.'30 
1972 
1709.25 (72.48) 
475.99 (6.34) 
- 107.92 (4.24) 
2605.32 
VAR015 
DARO13 
VAR003 
R2 
R2 (a) 
.94837 
.94715 
.96093 
.96001 
VAR07 
C(103) 
1504.07 (1323.89) 
1757.08 
1663.31 (1960.11) 
- 778.20 
VAR015 
R2 .93900 .95797 
Mean Value 
Max 
Min 
25230578. 
507840250. 
88340. 
29808551. 
518877812. 
285720. 
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TABLE 35
 
DELTA TOTAL RESIDENTIAL ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
VAR002 

1060 

IND060 

V002 

C 

R2 

R2 (a) 

Mean 

Min
 
Max
 
(103) 
.21989 

3.45933 

- .58045 

- .62063 

1541.68
 
.87569
 
.87129
 
30718944.
 
(256.09)
 
(65.29)
 
(6.60)
 
(5.68)
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TABLE 36
 
DELTA TOTAL COMMERCIAL ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
(1o3 ) 
V012 
V002 
1060 
DAR012 
VAR002 
IND060 
C 
12.61351 
1.31763 
- 1.68601 
- 1.87392 
- .19966 
.40007 
- 2737.17 
(77.63) 
(10.64) 
(34.28) 
(12.13) 
(12.18) 
(7.01) 
R2 
R2 (a) 
.93974 
.93607 
Mean 
Min 
Max 
17279623. 
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TABLE 37
 
DELTA TOTAL INDUSTRIAL ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
(1o 3 ) 
VAR002 - .02170 
V002 .48332 
VAR007 .52989 
V007 1.12970 
IND060 - .08291 
1060 .13780 
C 918.80 
R2 .76963 
R2 (a) .75559 
Mean 4577979. 
Min 
Max 
(2.63)
 
(52.43)
 
(26.53)
 
(18.17)
 
(3.00)
 
(2.55)
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TABLE 38
 
TA RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE 1967-72
 
(103) 
V012 
V002 
VAR002 
1060 
IND060 
c 
1.72848 
3.41777 
.40056 
1.85202 
- .44851 
8810.51 
(1.75) 
(72.99) 
(24.53) 
(20.88) 
(4.22) 
P2 
R2 (a) 
.95629 
.95419 
Mean 
Min 
Max 
47998566. 
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Model 4 - Establishing the Reliability of LANDSAT Data
 
The largest contribution which LANDSAT can make to the planning
 
process is in the provision of a repeatable, reliable data base on land use
 
and land use change. Once the reliability of these data have been established,
 
LANDSAT information can be directly incorporated into the modeling process
 
established by Model 3. Thus, LANDSAT will become directly linked, in both
 
a static and dynamic model, with socioeconomic data available from other
 
sources.
 
The purpose of Model 4 is to establish, in quantitative terms, the
 
errors associated with LANDSAT data. Two types of errors will be quantified.
 
Error 1, the error associated with rescanning and geometric adjustment will
 
be estimated by comparing the land use classification given to a small area
 
(such as one or two counties) for an 18 or 36 day gap in ERTS information.
 
During this short time period, land uses will not change significantly. Thus,
 
any differences in classification for pixels in the area must be due to Error 1.
 
Error 2, the error caused by misclassification, will be established
 
for Franklin and surrounding counties for 1972, 1975, and the change matrix
 
for these dates. This will be accomplished through the analysis of aerial
 
photographs (used also in Model 3) and with some field checking. In each
 
year, land uses will be tabulated from the aerial photographs and compared
 
with the interpretations given by Bendix interpretation of ERTS, CCT's. This
 
model will thus yield a quantitative error term which might be employed as
 
a correction factor so that ERTS data will be more useful in the State of Ohio.
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Summary of Tasks for Phase II
 
A number of tasks must be performed in Phase II of the project.
 
These are:
 
1. 	Continue work on Models 1 & 2 to arrive at a more refined
 
model of tax parcels and assessment changes.
 
2. 	Use results of Models 1 & 2 to supervise programming of
 
final predictive models.
 
3. 	Assemble, with the help of DECD, land use data from
 
aerial photographs.
 
4. 	Utilize the data collected in Task 3 to derive a predictive
 
model of land use change, Model 3.
 
5.. Utilize LANDSAT data from 1972 and 1975, and data for one
 
18 day time gap, to quantify Errors 1 & 2 associated with
 
LANDSAT data use, Model 4.
 
6. 	Use results of Models 3 and 4 to supervise programming
 
of final predictive models.
 
-7. Make an evaluation of the accuracy of DEMOS.
 
8. 	Prepare a final written report and make a final presentation.
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Method of Analysis for Phase II
 
Phase II will involve the refinement and programming of each of
 
the'equations derived in Models 1 & 2. In order to calibrate a set of equa­
tions for Model 3, data will be gathered from aerial photographs on the
 
changes in land use for a sample of 10-20 Ohio counties. The number of coun­
ties in the sample will depend largely on the funds available for this task.
 
For each county a set of aerial photographs will be obtained for two differ­
ent years. Since economic data and population estimates are available for
 
each year, any two years with a three to five year gap will be sufficient to
 
detect land use change. Therefore, the photographs will first be used to
 
select a sample of those areas where land use changes have occurred. This
 
will be accomplished by placing a clear plastic overlay on each frame of the
 
county's photo mosaic for the earlier year and tracing the shapes of all
 
urban land uses. This overlay will then be placed over the photographs from
 
the later year. Any land use changes will appear as a different pattern on
 
the later photo. By using standard aerial photo-interpretation techniques,
 
for each frame where a detected change has occurred a characterization will
 
be made of the initial and final land uses and the area involved in the change.
 
Given a set of data on land use changes in the sample of counties,
 
a model of land use conversion will be generated using-regression analysis.
 
The independent variables for this new model (Model 3) will be the same as
 
those used in Models 1 and 2. The dependent variables will be the land use
 
change categories.
 
In order to generate the data for Model 4, a number of operations
 
will be performed. First, aerial photographs of.Franklin County and surrounding
 
counties will be analyzed for changes in land use between 1972 and 1975. In
 
this case, a complete characterization will be made of the land use mix in each
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of these years. Next, the LANDSAT data interpretations provided by Bendix 
Corporation will be subjected to the types of analysis described previously 
under the review of the OCAP system. This will include not only complete 
coverage of those areas for 1972 and 1975 but also will include an 18 day gap 
for one selected area. Thus, three sets of land use data will be available ­
land use information generated by aerial photo-interpretation for 1972 and 
1975, LANDSAT coverage for the same area in the same years, and LANDSAT cover­
age for a smaller area for one 18 day period difference from the 1972 coverage. 
Figure 2 illustrates how the LANDSAT will fit into Phase II of the
 
project. As can be seen in this flow chart, LANDSAT will be utilized in two
 
major ways. First, data from the aerial photos and the 18 day gap from LANDSAT
 
will be utilized to identify Error 1. Error 2 will be quantified by comparing
 
LANDSAT data to aerial photo data for both years. These are labelled as micro­
level errors since they are related to technical and classification errors at
 
the pixel scale. If these errors are small, LANDSAT may be directly incorpor­
ated into the modeling process. If the errors are large, further research on
 
error correction can be recommended.
 
The second way in which LANDSAT will be incorporated into Phase II
 
is by direct application in the formulation of an alternative set of models
 
to Model 3. In this way, the resulting regression coefficients from LANDSAT
 
data may be compared with those from Model 3 which utilized aerial photos.
 
It may be that Errors 1 & 2 "average out" on the macro-scale and do not signi­
ficantly effect the models constructed here. By comparing the coefficients
 
generated in each set of models, a determination can be made of the macro-scale
 
errors associated with LANDSAT. A similar decision can be made regarding the
 
incorporation of LANDSAT into the land use modeling process.
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FIGURE 2 
INCORPORATION OF LANDSAT INTO 
THE MODELING PROCESS 
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The final output from Phase II will thus be a series of more refined
 
tax models and a set of land use change models derived from both aerial photo­
graphs and LANDSAT.
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